
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
IF:Beaverton Table Hosts  
 

 
What is a table host? 
We need to know that the work we’re doing to bring the gospel on earth - investing in the lives of 
people: our friends, neighbors and cities - is worth it. A table host is a woman who would like to provide 
the opportunity  for seven women to gather in her home on Friday evening to watch the live feed of the 
IF:Gathering and then Saturday, is willing to host the same women at a table at SPC. 
 
 
What are the table host’s responsibilities? 

GATHER SMALL:  FRIDAY, FEB. 9TH (IN HOST’S HOME) 6-9PM   We will gather Small on 
Friday night to experience the intimacy a smaller group provides, and to appreciate the 
beauty of each other. 

• Host Responsibilities: 

• Open home to a small group of 7 women 

• Coordinate dinner together (in home or at a restaurant) 

• Watching LIVE feed of IF:GATHERING in home  

• Facilitate small group discussion (questions provided) 

GATHER BIG: SATURDAY, FEB. 10TH (@ SPC)  9-5PM   We will Gather Big on Saturday, so we 
can see ourselves in light of the overall picture of His Church. 

• Host Responsibilities: 

• Meet greet women as they come in Sat. morning 

• Help ladies find their assigned table 

• Be table host to same group of 7 women hosted Friday 

• Facilitate small group discussions (questions provided) 
 

 
How will women be assigned to my group? 
You can decide either: 
a) you will personally invite seven women to be in your group. 
b) you are open to hosting any woman who signs up and needs a group. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Do I need to provide dinner? 
The IF:Gathering recommends sharing a meal together for Session 1.  This can be any number of options 
– you decide what will work best: 

• prepare a meal for the ladies in your home  

• have each lady bring an item to contribute to dinner (potluck) 

• order take out as a group  

• go out to dinner together (either before or  after) watching the LIVE feed. 
 
 
What equipment do I need for the LIVE feed? 
A computer & internet MINIMUM of 5-10mb (megabit) download speed. Test your internet  
speed at www.speedtest.net.  Web browsers offer live DVR  functionality and flexibility, so you can 
rewind live sessions or start a session later. You can connect your computer to a television or projector 
using an HDMI or VGA cable. (There will be two opportunities to test your connection and LIVE stream 
prior to the weekend – more details about this to come.) 
 
 
Can you give me a checklist?  
Sure!  
Pray. Ask God to speak to you specifically about being a table host and if so, who He would  
        like you to invite.  
 
Commit. If God says “Jump” then you’ll need to determine whether your group is open or closed.  
         Once you’ve decided, we will get your information and get you listed as a table host.  
 
Recruit. Ask 1-2 women to help with food and technology.  
 
Decide: Choose what food/drinks you want to serve and how.  
 
Test. Check your internet speed and make preparations for the Livestream.  
 
Contact. Reach out to your guests; try to do this at least twice, (if time permits. Let them know  
         where you live, what to bring, any special instructions regarding food/meals (and how to dress;  
         pajama parties are always fun!) 
 
Attend. Go to Table Host get together training on Monday, January, 22nd 7-8:30pm @SPC.  
 
Ask. Contact Laura VanderGeissen laurajvg@gmail.com or Lindsey Smith lins.smith14@gmail.com 
        if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
 

How do I sign up? 
Register for IF:BEAVERTON on-line at  (REGISTRATION LINK INSERTED HERE) and check the “table host” 
box. Cost is $10. Thank you for hosting! 
 

                                                                                      
                                                      14986 NW Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97229 (503)292-9293 
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